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Society News
Since the last Journal issue a number of meetings have been held at Calton Hill. On October 2 Dr Michael Gadsden of Aberdeen University made a welcome
return to speak on Noctilucent Clouds, with slides and film from the aeronomy observatory at King's College. Another old friend, Professor Archie Roy of
Glasgow, gave "Astronomical Lego", a talk on the stability of planetary systems, on November 6; and on December 4 Ken Kennedy from Dundee demonstrated
some results from his own experiences in astrophotography. By popular demand Mr Kennedy has offered a summary of his talk for this issue. On January 8 Fred
Watson of ROE gave a talk on observatories at short notice, as Nigel Henbest was indisposed, and on February 5 Professor S. K. Runcorn, F.R.S., of Newcastle
University, gave an outline of the geology of the bodies of the Solar System. At the A.G.M. on March 5 two films were shown, and the following office bearers
were elected: 
President: Mr T. I. R. Neil, Vice-Presidents: Dr D. Gavine and Mr D. Todd; Secretary: Mr R. G. Fenoulhet, Treasurer: Dr J. Rostron, Councillors: Mr R. G.
Veitch (librarian), Mr G. Taylor (observatory director), Mr A. O. Pearson, Mrs M. Carter, Mr N. M. Bone.

About an hour before each meeting, beginners' sessions were held, highlighted by an astronomical quiz on February 5, the winning team received Society
badges. We are indebted to Neil Bone for organising these meetings, and it should be pointed out that they are open to "beginners" of all ages and stages. The
informal summer meetings got under way on April 2 with Dave Gavine on the corrections made to the positions of heavenly bodies, followed in May by Gerry
Taylor's talk on certain aspects of physics applicable to astronomy, with entertaining demonstrations, and in June John Sim described, with the very minimum of
mathematics, some concepts of the Special Theory of Relativity. Still to come are Dr H. J. Taylor on some astronomical tests of Relativity (July 2), Neil Bone on
meteors (August 6) and Ron Veitch on the Planetary Satellites (September 3). Gerry has produced monthly newsletters, with star maps, for the meetings.

The British Astronomical Association Meteor Section meeting at Calton Hill on September 26 was very successful, apart from coinciding with the wettest day
of the year, which produced a minor waterfall down an inside wall of the lecture hall and many a fearful glance at ominous bulges in the false ceiling. George
Spalding, Director of the Section, was in overall charge, and the speakers were Neil Bone, Dave Gavine, James Shepherd and Alasdair Campbell of the Society,
Harry Ford (Dundee), Tony Markham (EUAS), John Mason and Paula Berry (South Downs, John Branegan (Radio Society), Dr W. M. Napier (ROE), Robert
McNaught, Malcolm Currie and Len Entwistle. A full report by Neil is in BAA Journal 92 (2) Feb 1982, 90-92.

Plans are now under way for next year's lecture programme, which promises to be a good one, and especially for the BAA Out of London meeting in Edinburgh
on September 10-12. The final details will be announced in due course, but basically the programme will be: 
Friday : informal talks in the afternoon; public lecture by Professor Longair in the Royal Scottish Museum in the evening, followed by a cheese and wine
function at Calton Hill. (tickets, price £1.75, are available now from Neil Bone or Dr Rostron, addresses below). 
Saturday : morning - visits to Blackford Hill, afternoon - BAA meeting in the David Hume Tower, George Square. 
Sunday forenoon, weather permitting, geological trip round Arthur's Seat. 
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ASE members are, of course, welcome to take part in all of these events, but Council makes a special plea for helping hands, especially for ladies to assist with
catering on the Friday night, and for members generally to assist in preparing the seating arrangements, exhibition, and basic cleaning and tidying.

Following the success of last year, the observatory will be opened to the public, perhaps on an Open Day to be arranged, and certainly on the weekends of the
Festival. Last year we had crowds of visitors but were desperately short of "stewards" to conduct them around and to prepare the exhibits. Please come and help,
see the Secretary.

Last month, at a celebration to mark the centenary of university education in the city, our Honorary President Professor Malcolm Longair received the degree of
Doctor of Laws from the University of Dundee. He first graduated B.Sc. in Applied Science there in 1963, when it was Queen's College, part of St Andrews
University. Dave Gavine, formerly a member of that same college, was awarded the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Open University for research on the
history of astronomy in Scotland from 1745 to 1900.

About the ASE Journal
R. Fenoulhet (secretary), 7 Greenend Gardens, 664 4857. 
J. Rostron (treasurer), 14 Durham Road South, 669 5664. 
N. Bone, c/o Dept. of Molecular Biology, Kings Buildings, Mayfield Road, EH9 3JR. 667 1081 ext. 2719 (daytime only). 
D. Gavine (editor), 29 Coillesdene Crescent, EH15 2JJ, 657 2333.

Observing report
Meteors

Systematic observations and photography were carried out by N. Bone, D. Gavine and D. Waldron. Orionid rates were reasonably good on nights following the
maximum but there was frequent cloud. Taurid activity was fairly low although 4 meteors were photographed in two nights' watch from Lochearnhead by J.
Shepherd and A. Campbell. There were a few bright flaring meteors including a -4 at 2320 on Oct 25/26, seen also by S. Campbell, it had a steel-blue head and
copper-coloured 5 second train. The Geminids and Quadrantids were ruined by bad weather. On 22/23 April the Lyrids were observed on the night after the
extraordinary high maximum reported from Florida. Neil saw 24 Lyrids and 9 sporadics in 3 hours, giving a Zenithal Hourly Rate of about 20. During the
auroral storm of March 1/2 D. Gavine observed a -7 green fireball in Leo at 0044 UT, photographed also from the Wirral by Paul Irons, the heights and radiant
were found by R. McNaught's computer programme. J. Shepherd also re-analyzed and computed more accurate results for the 1980 Perseid fireball
photographed simultaneously by D. Gavine and H. Ford.

Aurora
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An exceptionally active season. Observations were made by N. Bone, D. Gavine, J. Sim and D. Waldron. The great displays of Oct. 20/21 and 22/23 were
visible from the south of England but poorly seen in Edinburgh due to cloud. D. Gavine saw auroral light from Forfar on Nov. 20/21, then a quiet rayed display
was seen in Edinburgh on 23/24. Good rayed aurorae were observed on Feb. 11/12, 12/13, 13/14 and 14/15, the last very active and bright. An intense storm
occurred on Mar. 1/2, covering 3/4 of the sky, and on Mar. 8/9 J. Sim saw a few rays of a display over Orkney. John also photographed the very brilliant and
richly-coloured display of April 10/11, seen here in patchy cloud but well observed by Neil from perfect conditions in Campbeltown. Photographs by D.
Waldron and D. Gavine were shown at Winchester and at the BAA and JAS exhibitions. One by Duncan, of Mar. 1/2, appeared on the cover of The Astronomer
for April.

Eclipse

The fine total lunar eclipse of Jan. 9 was well seen by many members despite ice-covered ground and -12 °C outside. It was a bright eclipse, copper-red at total
with a yellowish south fringe on the umbra.

Occultations

8 events were timed by Owen Pearson, with 215 mm refl.

Sun

Regular active-area counts were made by N. Bone, D. Gavine and O. Pearson.

Variables

N. Bone continues to monitor the variable stars - γ Cas, ρ Cas, X Cnc, RS Cnc, TU CVn, V CVn, Y CVn, R CrB, BN Gem, α Her, g Her, R Lyr, V505 Mon,
α Ori, CK Ori, ρ Per, R Sct, ST UMa, SS Vir, and the planet Uranus.

All observations are reported to the appropriate authorities and the results published in The Astronomer, BAA and JAS literature and Meteorological Magazine.
Members wishing to take part in systematic observational programmes should see Neil Bone.

Three summer variable stars
by Neil Bone

During the summer months, some of the most interesting parts of the sky become visible from this country - the rich Milky Way fields stretching from
Cassiopeia through Cygnus into the "deep south" of Sagittarius and the Ophiuchus branch. Dotted along the Milky Way plane, and around its fringes, are
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numerous variable stars, many within the reach of modest amateur equipment. There is a large range of types of variables - red semiregulars, Cepheids, and so
on. Here I would like to discuss three variables, each a representative of a different type, and provide a few brief hints on observing them.

R Lyrae

This is a semiregular red star, located in an easily-found wide triangle of stars comprising R, 16 and η Lyrae (see chart). Although its red colour is not
discernible with the naked eye, colour films show R Lyrae as very prominently red. Typically for such a variable, R Lyr has a low amplitude of brightness
variation (mag. 4.1-5.0) over a mean period of 46 days.

Semiregular variables tend to be of late spectral type on the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram, the majority being giants of class M or N. These stars have fairly low
surface temperatures - bolometric measures suggest temperature variations between 1800 and 2400 °K. Interferometry has been used to measure the diameter of
Betelgeuse - a bright semiregular variable - and this has been found to vary between 300 and 400 solar diameters, being greatest when the star is faint. In
addition to short term light variations of the order of tens of days, secondary variations of up to several years are often seen in the light-curves of semiregular
variables.

R Coronae Borealis

In contrast to the low-amplitude variations of the semiregulars, the light variations of stars such as R Coronae Borealis are spectacular indeed. R CrB has often
been called an "inverse nova", spending most of its time at maximum light, then suddenly fading by up to 9 magnitudes in the course of a week or so; the
observed range is mag. 5.6-14.8.

R CrB is the prototype (first recognised example) of a small class of such stars, including UN Cas, SU Tau and RY Sgr. R CrB stars are of spectral type G, but
are quite unlike our sun in possessing large amounts of carbon in their atmospheres. It is thought that this carbon is responsible for the light variations, being
ejected at irregular intervals from the star and forming an obscuring cloud which clears slowly, (hence the asymmetry of the light curve).

R CrB stars are thought to be large and intrinsically fairly bright, with surface temperatures around 7000 °K. At their stage in stellar evolution, they are
"burning" helium to produce carbon by nuclear processes, consistent with the abundance of carbon observed in their atmospheres.

R Scuti

Another member of a small but extremely interesting class of stars, R Scuti is listed as an RV Tauri variable. R Sct is easily found in a small parallelogram of
stars about 1° south of β Scuti, not far from the notable "Wild Duck" (M 11) cluster in the rich Milky Way region of Scutum. Its light variations are between
mag. 5.0-8.4, easily within the range of binoculars.

RV Tauri stars are peculiar in showing alternating deep and shallow light minima - the 1981 light curve for R Sct shows this clearly - although they are
sometimes highly irregular. No widely accepted hypothesis has been put forward to account for these peculiar variations, but some sort of pulsatory mechanism
with complicated harmonics may be involved. RV Tauri stars are both very luminous and very massive - R Sct is thought to have a mass between 20 and 25
times that of the sun.
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Observing variable stars

Variable stars are comparatively simple to observe with minimal equipment. R Lyr can be adequately covered using the naked eye, whilst R Sct lies within
binocular range over its whole cycle. When faint, R CrB is only observable with a large telescope, but its bright phase is best covered with binoculars. An ideal
size for binocular VS work is 7 x 50; I use 10 x 50, and sometimes have problems if the stars are well separated.

To observe a variable, all one has to do is estimate its' brightness to two steady-light comparison stars (from the charts). The human eye is good at detecting such
light differences. Divide the difference between the companions into, say, 5 arbitrary units, and then estimate how many units the variable lies from each. If
possible, it helps to have one comparison brighter, and one fainter than the variable. As an example, take this actual observation of R Lyr :

May 29 1982. η Lyr (2) R (3) 16 Lyr.

η Lyr = mag. 4.5, 16 Lyr = 5.1 mag diff., i.e. "5" = 0.6 
0.6/5 = 0.12 mag. 
Mag. of R = η Lyr + 2 x 0.12 = 4.5 + 0.24 = 4.74.

This fractional method is by far the easiest for the beginner to use, and doesn't involve much complicated arithmetic. Other things to record are date, time (UT),
and reliability (1 = good to 3 = poor) of observation. Series of such observations made over the course of several months can be used for the production of light
curves, and are thus of interest to the observer. Once the observer gains experience, his or her observations can prove of use to organisations such as the BAA
Variable Star Section. Interested readers are invited to send their results in to the ASE Journal.

Further Reading

The Variable Star Observer's Handbook - J. S. Glasby; Variable Stars - J. S. Glasby; Burnham's Celestial Handbook; Norton's Star Atlas.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/04/fig02f.jpg
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Astrophotography
by Kenneth Kennedy, 

Dundee Astronomical Society

The application of photography to astronomy is one of the most rewarding areas of practical work which the amateur astronomer can undertake. There is a wide
scope for photographic work, each area of which presents its own problems, some easily resolved, but others which present practical and technical difficulties
sufficient to keep anyone intrigued for a lifetime in a challenge to constantly improve the results.

The amateur today has a large range of equipment available but while cameras are good value and quite reasonably priced at the moment, telescopes and
accessories are still very expensive. Of course a great deal of work can be done with an inexpensive camera and a few accessories. The aim of this paper is to
encourage amateur astronomers to try astrophotography with the equipment they own or can borrow, and to pass on some hints and methods which I have found
to be successful to all who are engaged in astrophotography. The best ways of using any set of astrophotographic equipment will ultimately have to be
determined by the user as there are so many possibilities, but suggestions and ideas from others can often help to cut corners so obtaining improved results more
quickly and, of course, saving money on film! I intend to incorporate information on three main aspects of astrophotography, these being :

1. Cameras and accessories : suitable subjects and methods of use;
2. Films : a little background and selecting the film for the job;
3. Methods using equatorial drives and telescopes.

Most people have some sort of camera lying around the house, and it is fair to say that almost any camera can be used to take astrographs. I started with a
folding Agfa (120 film size) with a maximum aperture of f 8.8 and obtained photographs of star fields, comets, a partial solar eclipse and satellite 'Echo' in 1961.
This is certainly not the ideal camera but I found that obtaining some early results was a prime motivator in making progress. Much better results can be

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/04/fig03f.jpg
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obtained with cameras having "faster" lenses, ie. which have focal ratios of less than f 3.5. Many modern cameras are f 2 or better and I have recently seen some
excellent star field photography taken with a camera having an f 1.4 lens and using Ektachrome 400 film. The camera was set on a tripod with a cable release (a
long one is preferable) and exposure times of 15 seconds used. The stars in these photographs are not trailed and stars down to magnitude 6 can be seen. The
other remarkable feature of this particular lens was the quality as there is no coma or distortion of the star images at any part of the photograph. I suspect that
this quality may be found in many modern fast lenses. The equipment and film for star field photography could well be applied to meteor and aurora work. In
the case of aurora the exposure times could vary between 10 and 60 seconds depending on the brightness and activity of the aurora. For meteors a more standard
time of 5 - 10 minutes is usual except where drifting cloud interferes with the exposures. Remember too that most film processing companies will uprate film
speed if asked, and with Ektachrome 400 you can easily have film speeds of 800 ASA. Be careful, however, not to uprate the speed if the sky is hazy or when
moonlight interferes.

A single lens reflex (SLR) camera is not essential for star fields, aurora or meteors but is required if photographs are to be taken through a telescope. In this case
the lens is removed from the camera and the camera body is then attached to the telescope eyepiece holder using the appropriate adaptor. Photographs may be
taken at the prime focus of the telescope or an eyepiece can be inserted in the holder and an eyepiece projection method used to obtain greater magnification.
The subjects can be readily focussed with an SLR camera but if the focussing screens are interchangeable I would suggest using a fine ground glass screen for
prime focus work and a clear screen with cross-wires for high magnification. The clear screen allows very accurate focussing but only at high magnification and
is especially useful for planetary photography.

While colour film gives very pleasing results with non-telescopic subjects such as aurora, I feel that the best results of the moon and planets may be obtained
using black and white emulsion. The reasons are:

1. A wider range of suitable black and white material is available,
2. Black and white emulsions are usually thinner than those of colour film and so give better definition because there is less halation effect.
3. Several slower black and white emulsions combine fine grain with very high contrast, this being ideal for astrophotography.
4. Colour film exposed for more than half a second gives progressively 'false' colour due to varying reciprocity failure of the several colour elements.

In addition to these points black and white film is much cheaper to experiment with, and while colour transparency film must be exposed precisely, black and
white negative film has a considerable exposure latitude, the results of which can be modified when printing. It can be seen, then, that a very suitable film for
lunar and planetary work would be a black and white one with a thin emulsion, fine grain and high contrast. The problem with this specification is that it refers
to a film with a slow speed (50 ASA or less) requiring longer exposure times. Films in this category which I have found useful are: Recordak type 5669
(ASA < 10), Efke KB 14 (ASA 25), Kodak Panatomic X (ASA 40), Ilford Pan F (ASA 50). Because of its very slow speed, the type 5669 is only useful for
bright images such as the sun, moon at prime focus or perhaps Venus, but of the other three, I think Pan F gives the highest contrast and is slightly faster. If
photographs are required of a particular event when atmospheric conditions are poor it is probably better to use a faster film with shorter exposures. Under these
conditions Ilford FP4 (ASA 125) would be useful or even Kodak Tri-X (ASA 400) if desperate. I once used Tri-X when my telescope drive was inoperable to
photograph an occultation of Saturn by the moon, and obtained a series of quite acceptable photographs with exposures of about one second each.

This brings me to photography through telescopes and telescope drives (or lack of drives due to cost or malfunction!). As I have said, quite good photographs of
the moon and even the planets are possible using a telescope without a drive. The aim in this case is to keep the exposures as short as possible and the image as
bright as possible. This means using a fast film and keeping the image size rather smaller than that which might be photographed using a driven telescope. The
appropriate adaptor is required to fix the SLR camera body to the telescope, and don't forget the long cable release. The telescope must be held firmly to avoid
vibration. Even the vibration set up by an SLR camera's mirror springing up is certainly enough to cause poor image quality so an extra shutter system is
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required. This can be a very complex mechanical system but a simple and very effective shutter is a piece of cardboard in front of the lens or at the open end of
the tube in the case of a reflector. Hold the "shutter" in front of the telescope without touching it then open the camera shutter with the cable release and hold it
open. Wait for about a second for vibrations to die down then remove the cardboard "shutter". The exposure can be timed by counting in the traditional manner
or using the ticks from an electronic clock, many of which tick once per second. At the end of the desired exposure the camera shutter mechanism is released. It
is unnecessary to replace the cardboard "shutter" before this is done. With a driven telescope the same procedure is suitable but longer exposures can be made
and slower film used.

Using a driven f 8, 21.5 cm Newtonian reflector I have photographed the sun, moon, planets and fainter objects such as nebulae. I will now describe the actual
details of these exposures.

The Sun
For detailed photographs of sunspots and faculae I use a solar diagonal with a 12.5 mm eyepiece. The telescope aperture is reduced to 9 cm. With Recordak type
5669 film an exposure of 1/1000 sec. is used. Various screens can be used with the Exakta VX 1000 and for the sun I use a ground glass one. For prime focus
work to get the entire solar disc I replace the eyepiece with a x2 neutral density filter and use full aperture. These methods are also very successful for solar
eclipses. The film is developed in Ilford Microphen for 3½ minutes.

The Moon
For the moon (and planets) my favourite film is Ilford Pan F for reasons already mentioned. With a 12.5 mm ortho eyepiece (f 42) I give a one-second exposure.
For colour film of similar speed, of course, exposures of about 1-1½ seconds would also be suitable. I develop Pan F in Microphen for 4½ minutes. Type 5669
film is also suitable for prime focus lunar work. Without a filter I use 1/10 sec. exposure, with mid-yellow filter 1/5 sec and deep red about 1 sec. I feel that the
red filter gives the best results. Develop as for the sun. The 16 mm image Can be enlarged to 150 mm and still shows no grain!

The Planets
Photographically, these are limited to Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. For all, Pan F is satisfactory but type 5669 film is useful for Venus because of its
brightness.

Venus

For all the planets my favourite eyepiece is a 6 mm triplane (f 81). Using Pan F with a mid-yellow filter try exposures of 1/60 - 1/5 sec. developed as for the
moon. Exposures of 1/5 - ½ sec. would be more suitable with type 5669 film.

Mars
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To obtain maximum detail I use a deep red filter (e.g. Kodak 25) with Pan F and exposures of 3 - 4 secs. For the polar caps use a deep blue filter or even better,
an ultra-violet transmitting filter. With the UV transmitting filter use FP 4 film for a 5 sec. exposure (6 mm E.P.).

Jupiter

Either without a filter or with a pale green filter, Pan F with a 2-sec. exposure (6 mm E.P.).

Saturn

Without a filter I find that I have to use an exposure of 5 - 8 secs. with Pan F. Consequently because of atmospheric movements during this time only a few
images are good even on more stable evenings. FP 4 film Can be just as good with exposures of 3 - 4 secs.

For all planetary photographs I use the clear screen with cross-wires to focus on the image. Colour slides may be attempted with any film greater than 50 ASA
but the images will be quite small. Colour rendering is very variable with exposures greater than ½ sec.

Faint deep sky objects
The great difficulty with these is that they are diffuse and faint, and they often have a small image size. It is probably best to use prime focus because the image
will be the brightest possible. Long exposure times are required and with this comes the major problem of accurate guiding. I guide with a 10 cm reflector
mounted on the 21.5 cm's tube and use a 4 mm fibre optic illuminated eyepiece. The gears on my equipment, however, are not large enough for this type of
work. Gearwheels must be at least 15 cm diameter to give good enough drive for long exposure photography and a set of such gears could cost almost as much
as the telescope and mounting.

For most nebulae and faint objects I use Kodak Spectroscopic 103a-F film. The reciprocity failure is very low, and with exposures in excess of 5 minutes it is
considerably faster than any 400 ASA black and white film. It is also much more sensitive to wavelengths of the order of 700 to 750 nm. As examples, with this
film at the prime focus (f 8), a good photograph of the Orion Nebula can be obtained in 7 - 10 minutes and of the Ring Nebula in 10 - 12 minutes. The 103a-F
film is developed in D-19 for 4 minutes with constant agitation.

If you are troubled by sodium street lighting it may be worth incorporating a Chance Pilkington ON 12 or ON 16 filter (1). The ON 16 reduces the light from the
sodium D lines to about 20 % but the integrated light remains at about 65 %. This filter is particularly useful when using the faster photographic lenses.

In conclusion I should say that there are many other aspects and details which might be dealt with under the heading "Astrophotography". There may well be
better methods, films, developing times etc. than those which I have mentioned and I would be very interested to try methods which others have found to be
successful. But I am sure that all those who undertake astrophotography, whatever their equipment, find the challenge just as rewarding as I do.

Reference

1. (1) Chance Pilkington ON 12 / ON 16 filters: Precision Optical Instruments (Fulham) Ltd., 158 Fulham Palace Road, London W6.
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Scottish Astronomers' Group (SAG) meeting, May 29 1982
Despite the hot weather and the annual battle against the Auld Enemy at Hampden, the coincident SAG meeting at Howden House, Livingston, was well
attended. Neil Bone, chairman for the day, first called upon Dave Gavine to give an outline of the great auroral displays of the past season, with spectacular
slides by several observers. Ian Kennedy (Renfrew) showed auroral and deep-sky photographs by himself and Hugh Colquhoun, as did J. B. Stewart (EUAS).
Robert Law (Renfrew and ASTRA) gave a short account of planetary observing with the Paisley and Airdrie refractors, mentioning the problem, all too familiar,
that authorities are reluctant to believe that observers need access to observatories at night! The delegates from Borders AS then showed several good slides,
including David Pettitt's magnetometer from which printouts were also demonstrated. Robert McNaught (Aston University) spoke on bright flashing satellites
and re-entries, showing graphically how the period of a satellite decreases as its orbit decays. He showed his latest instrument - a fish-eye lens at f 2.8 which is
already showing promising satellite results and has great potential for meteors. Neil ended with a survey of recent meteor results and an exhortation to all
Societies to observe the favourable showers of the coming autumn.

The hard sums department
(Answers).

1. One night, Neil saw twice as many meteors as Dave, and Duncan saw half as many again as Dave but six less than Neil. How many meteors did each
observer see?

2. A star of magnitude 1.0 is 100 times brighter than one of magnitude 6.0. How many times is a star of magnitude 2.0 brighter than one of magnitude 4.0?
3. On March 21 one year, an observer in Edinburgh, using the 6-inch photovisual Cooke refractor at Calton Hill Observatory, with a power of x150,

examined Venus at 2352 UT and reported that the planet was near dichotomy, almost at its maximum distance from the sun at eastern elongation, and had
a "half-moon" shape. TRUE or FALSE?

Review: Comets
Comets, (Freeman 1981), 92 pp large format paperback, £3.50.

One of the first books to appear in what will no doubt turn out to be a glut of comet publications timed to coincide with Comet Halley's fast-approaching return
in 1985-86. This book is a compilation of articles from the pages of Scientific American, edited by John C. Brandt of the NASA Goddard Flight Center, who
also provides a useful general introduction to cometary astronomy. Following the introduction are a couple of historically-oriented articles; first there is a well-
illustrated article on Giotto (the artist after whom the European Halley probe will be named), followed by a collection of short articles published at the time of
Halley's last return in 1910. (I wonder if any ASE member remembers this!)
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The "meat" of the book is, of course, concerned with current thought on the nature and behaviour of comets. In this context it is rather surprising to see a fair
amount of rather dated material cropping up, along with a largely-irrelevant book review. Perhaps these are supposed to complement the historical section!
Nonetheless, amateur astronomers should find two articles by Whipple (who else?) - "The Nature of Comets" and "The Spin of Comets" - useful and interesting.
Also featured are Cameron's excellent article on the origin and evolution of the Solar System and Parker's classic article on the Solar Wind. These serve to fill
the gaps in the relation between comets and the rest of the Solar System.

Overall, there is unfortunately a large amount of repetition, due mainly to unnecessary and dated articles from the 1940s and 50s. The more recent articles do,
however, provide plenty of useful information, and the book is certainly very reasonably priced by present standards.

N. Bone

The Calton Hill observatories, Part 2
D. Gavine

In 1810 a small group of Edinburgh gentlemen formed a "Philosophical Repository", a club which met in the office of James Ogilvie, an accountant. Money was
to be collected by subscriptions for astronomical and other scientific instruments which would be lent out to the members for their own study or amusement, and
these were to be maintained and kept at the premises of a Mr Kerr, an optical instrument maker.

However, the membership grew to include more and more citizens, and the possibility arose of renovating Thomas Short's old abandoned observatory on Calton
Hill. Once the Lord Provost and magistrates became involved a formal Astronomical Institution (1) was founded, and half an acre of the hilltop was obtained at
a nominal rent by a Seal of Cause. There were to be three Departments, a Scientific Observatory, a Popular Observatory and a Physical Cabinet. The Scientific
Observatory would contain the best meridian instruments, to be used by an Observer elected by the members, for the furtherance of astronomical and
navigational science especially by the inauguration of a time service to ships in the Forth. At the celebration dinner on April 25 1818 (2) Professor Playfair
mentioned a disgraceful episode in which a Danish research ship had put into Leith but the officers could not find the correct time for the chronometers.

Short's round "Gothic Tower" was adapted under the direction of the first Observer, the canal engineer James Jardine, to be the Popular Observatory, which was
to contain smaller instruments for the use of the members, and have a camera obscura by A. J. Adie in the roof apex. The Physical Cabinet was to be a collection
of small instruments, mostly donated, including microscopes, books, globes and charts, for lending out to members. Funds were raised by the issue of shares,
but at 50, 25 and 5 guineas this effectively confined the Institution to wealthy landowners, successful lawyers, some well-connected clergy and professors, high-
ranking officers and a few scientific instrument dealers : a schoolmaster at that time normally earned about £50 a year or less! Soon the Astronomical Institution
included almost every titled or rich person in the Lothians, (3) and several from beyond, but their interests lay not in astronomy but in whatever social or
business benefits might be forthcoming. The Minute Books of the Institution, like those of the similar one which was set up in Glasgow, contain no astronomical
observations, or papers, or lectures of any kind, but only the election of officials, the buying, selling and transfer of shares and instruments, and other
formalities.

The Prince Regent was named as Patron, the mathematician and physicist John Playfair as President, Sir George Stewart Mackenzie of Coul, Bart., Vice-
president, David Brewster, Secretary, and Robert Stevenson the engineer as a Council member. The "Directors" included the Lord Provost and magistrates, the
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Member of Parliament, the Dean of the Faculty of Advocates, the Convener of Trades, the President of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the Rector of the Royal
High School, the Master of Trinity House of Leith, and the professors of Mathematics, Natural Philosophy and Practical Astronomy who were given leave to
bring students into the observatory. Strange to say, the professor of astronomy ignored the Institution and refused to pay his subscription. The enigmatic Robert
Blair, M.D. was elected to the new Chair in 1786 but until his death in 1828 he made no observations, taught no classes, and absented himself from Senate
meetings, on pretext that the university had not provided him with an observatory. He apparently spent most of his time with his son Archibald, an optician in
London, experimenting with achromatic lenses made by differing densities of fluid inside thin glass cells (4).

Soon about £2000 in share money was collected and work began. The old ruined observatory was demolished and the ground levelled to assist Captain Thomas
Colby's great Trigonometrical Survey of Britain. In April 1818, with great ceremony, the foundation stone of the present building was laid by the Lord Provost
attended by dignitaries, after which the members wined and dined exceedingly well. Coins, contemporary objects and a platinum plate listing the subscribers
was placed in the foundations. The small cruciform building, in the form of a Doric temple, was designed by William H. Playfair, but when completed,
insufficient money remained to buy the instruments. The Town Council's small meridian telescope (now in the transit room) had been set up in the adjacent
building (now the workshop and toilets) where the roof slot can still be seen, also the window at which the astronomical clock was placed so that junior officers
could carry the ship's chronometers up from Leith and check them against Edinburgh Time.

In 1822 the King made a triumphal visit to Edinburgh, stage-managed by Sir Walter Scott. The Institution presented a Loyal Address, and were rewarded by
having their empty building accorded the title "The Royal Observatory of George IV". There had been financial crises, costs had been underestimated, and the
Institution was in debt. The last money had been spent on the boundary wall, replacing lead stolen from the roof, and on the massive monument to John Playfair
who had died in 1819. It was decided to approach the Treasury through Lord Napier for a grant to cover the cost of the instruments and to pay a full-time
salaried observer, since Jardine had other professional commitments and was not really an astronomer. Eventually this was approved, with the provision that the
observer must make regular observations and the Institution publish and submit them to the government annually, but there were several years of delay between
ordering the instruments and their emplacement.

In 1830 the brass Troughton and Simms altazimuth instrument was set up under the wooden dome, but their mural circle did not arrive until 1834, and it was set
up in the west wing, now the small lecture room. Fraunhofer made the 163 mm objective of the great transit circle, but he died and the telescope was completed
by Repsold of Hamburg, and set up in 1831. The total cost of the instruments was about £2000. By 1834 the Treasury cleared the debts, Thomas Henderson,
clerk to the Lord Advocate, was named as professor and first "Royal Astronomer", and the observatory began to function at last.

(to be continued).
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Answers to "hard sums"
1. Neil 24, Duncan 18, Dave 12.
2. If mag 1.0 is 100 x brighter than mag 6, each mag. number will be 1001/5, or approx 2.5 times brighter than the next, e.g. mag 1.0 will be 2½ times

brighter than mag 2.0. So mag 2.0 will be 2.5 x 2.5 times, or 6.25 times brighter than mag 4.0.
3. Impossible! On March 21 the sun sets at 1800. Venus at greatest eastern elongation is about 45° east of the sun, and since heavenly bodies move about 15°

westwards every hour, Venus must set about 3 hours later, at 2100. So at 2352 GMT it will be well below the horizon.


